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The Indus script is an undeciphered script of the ancient world. In spite of
numerous attempts over several decades, the script has defied universally
acceptable decipherment. In a recent series of papers (Yadav et al. 2010; Rao et
al. 2009a, b; Yadav et al. 2008a, b) we have analysed the sequences of Indus
signs which demonstrate presence of a rich syntax and logic in its structure. Here
we focus on the structural design of individual signs of the Indus script. Our study
is based on the sign list given in the concordance of Mahadevan (1977) which
consists of 417 distinct signs. We analyse the structure of all signs in the sign list
of Indus script and visually identify three types of design elements of Indus signs
namely basic signs, provisional basic signs and modifiers. These elements combine
in a variety of ways to generate the entire set of Indus signs. By comparing the
environment of compound signs with all possible sequences of constituent basic
signs, we show that sign compounding (ligaturing) and sign modification seem to
change the meaning or add value to basic signs rather than save writing space. The
study aims to provide an understanding of the general makeup and mechanics of
design of Indus signs.
Keywords: Indus script, Harappan script, ancient scripts, undeciphered scripts,
sign design, structure of Indus signs, sign compounding, ligatures

1. Introduction
Writing is an important window to the intellectual creativity of a
civilisation. Renfrew points out that the practice of writing and the
development of a coherent system of signs — a script — is something
that is seen only in complex societies and calls it a feature of civilisations
(Renfrew 1989: 20). Houston (2004) addresses several issues related to the
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script development and origins of writing in cultural context. The history
of writing and the evolution of several alphabetic and non-alphabetic
scripts are also discussed in Daniels and Bright (1996) and references
therein. Damerow (2006) has examined issues related to monogenesis
and polygenesis of writing and presents arguments on both sides without
committing to a specific point of view. However, considering the variations
in different writing systems, writing probably was invented independently
at several places.
Changizi et al. (2006) have analysed the design configuration of signs
across various types of visual signs including a set of 96 non-logographic
writing systems, Chinese as well as non-linguistic systems and they
conclude that the design of signs is greatly influenced by the environment.
This suggests that even if the idea of writing is acquired, the script and
the configuration of signs reflect strong local influences. When a script is
more complex than pictographs, the association between the design of a
sign, meaning of the sign and its abstraction becomes highly involved and
implies specific meaning that is accepted by all those who use that script.
Even the simplest, pictographic scripts require a certain agreement between
the users on the association between the pictograph and the associated
object.
Decipherment of a script on the other hand is a different problem
altogether. It is often aided by the discovery of a multilingual text where
the same text is written in an undeciphered script as well as known
script(s). Both Egyptian hieroglyphs and Mesopotamian cuneiform script
were deciphered with the help of multilingual finds. In some cases,
continuing linguistic traditions provide significant clues and at times
interlocking phonetic values are used as a proof of decipherment (Pope
1999). In the absence of these, statistical studies can provide important
insights into the structure of the writing and can be used to define a
syntactic framework for the script (see Yadav et al. 2010).
The Indus script is a product of one of the largest bronze age cultures
(Wright 2010, Agrawal 2007, Possehl 2002, Kenoyer 1998). At its peak
from 2500 BCE to 1900 BCE, the civilisation was spread over an area of
about a million square kilometres across most of the present day Pakistan
and north-western India. It was known to have about 1500 settlements
(Kenoyer 1998: 17) with several large urban centres. It was distinguished
for its highly utilitarian and standardised life style, excellent water
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management system and architecture. The Indus script is predominantly
found on objects such as seals and sealings, and it also makes its appearance
on other objects such as copper tablets, ivory sticks, bronze implements,
pottery etc. from almost all sites of this civilization. A comprehensive
photographic documentation of Indus seals and inscriptions is available
as three volumes of Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions (henceforth
referred to as CISI 1-3). The Indus script has defied decipherment in
spite of several serious attempts (see Possehl 1996 for a critical review of
various attempts). Robinson (2009) provides a more recent perspective
on several undeciphered scripts of the world. He also discusses the issues
and complexities related to the problem of decipherment of Indus script
and refers to it as the biggest challenge in archaeological decipherment
(Robinson 2009: 265). This is primarily because no multilingual texts have
been found and the underlying language(s) is unknown. In addition to
these, the problem becomes more challenging because the script occurs in
very short texts. The average length of an Indus text is five signs and the
longest text in a single line has only 14 signs (Mahadevan, 1977).
The nature and content of the Indus script has been extensively
debated in the literature. More than a hundred attempts have been made
to assign meanings to various signs and sign combinations, relating it to
proto-Dravidian language (see Parpola 2009, 1994, Mahadevan 1998)
on the one hand and to Sanskrit (Rao 1982) on the other. It has even
been suggested that the script is entirely numeric (Subbarayappa 1997).
However, no consistent and generally agreed interpretation exists and most
interpretations are at variance with each other and, at times, internally
inconsistent (Possehl 1996). Parpola (2005) and Mahadevan (2002) provide
a more recent perspective on the study of Indus script. The statistical
approach has been explored by us and others elsewhere (see Yadav et al.
2010; Rao et al. 2009a, b; Yadav et al. 2008a, b; Parpola 1994, Siromoney
and Haq, 1988) to investigate the structure of the Indus script. A series of
mathematical tests on the manner of sequencing of Indus signs (Yadav et
al. 2010, Rao et al. 2009a, b, Yadav et al. 2008a, b) makes it clear that the
Indus writing is highly ordered and has a specific grammar to it. Though
no independent evidence is yet available to check if the writing is linguistic
or not, some interesting similarity in the flexibility of its sign usage with
linguistic systems have been reported (Rao et al. 2009b, 2010). However,
the design of the Indus signs has received little attention except for a few
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studies that are summarised below.
Kenoyer (2006) has studied the evolution of signs from early to mature
Harappan period by a careful study of the stratigraphy and quality of
engraved material excavated from Harappa. The study has shown that the
writing becomes more standardised and uniform as the culture evolves
into its mature period (2600‒1900 BCE). It also shows that a fraction of the
pottery markings found in early period seem to have evolved into signs
in the sign list of Indus script. The study shows that the script goes from
simple pottery markings during the Ravi phase (3900‒2800 BCE) through
Kot Diji phase (3900‒2600 BCE) and becomes standardised in the mature
Harappan phase (2600‒1900 BCE).
The study of the design of Indus signs and their modifiers has received
attention only in the context of understanding the effect of some specific
modifiers (Mahadevan 2006) or for some select examples (Parpola 1994,
Wells 2006). The classification of signs into basic and composite has been
suggested by Parpola (1994) where he explores the effect of ligaturing
using some select examples of Indus texts. By comparing the occurrence
pattern of some of the composite signs with the occurrence pattern of their
basic version, he suggests that that some of the components in composite
signs seem to be phonetic or semantic determinatives (Parpola 1994:
79). More recently, Wells (2006, Table 3.4 p 80) has also attempted to
classify the signs into several categories such as simple signs, signs with
elaboration, compound signs, enclosures, strokes, multiple class etc. Again,
by comparing the contexts of a few compound signs with the constituent
simple signs Wells (2006: 83) suggests that compounding seem to signal a
shift in semantic values of the constituents.
In the present study, we undertake a comprehensive analysis of the
design of Indus signs. Here we attempt to analyse the structural design of
the Indus signs and the interrelation between their components. The entire
analysis is independent of any linguistic or interpretative model but any
attempt to understand the writing must address the question regarding how
the signs are designed and modified. We first identify the various design
elements namely basic signs, provisional basic signs and modifiers and,
using these elements, decompose all the composite signs. We then quantify
the differences in the occurrence pattern of compound signs (a class of
composite signs) with all possible sequences of their original constituents
by comparing their environment in terms of the signs preceding or
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Figure 1. A large unicorn seal from Harappa on the left (Copyright Harappa
Archaeological Research Project/J.M. Kenoyer, Courtesy Dept. of Archaeology and
Museums, Govt. of Pakistan) and some Indus signs from the sign list of M77 on the
right. The seal is about 5 cm x 5 cm in size.

following them.
We use the sign list of Mahadevan (1977; henceforth referred to as
M77) for analysis. In Fig. 1 we have given an image of an Indus seal from
Harappa and a sample of Indus signs from the sign list of M77. There has
been about 10% increase in the size of the corpus as a result of recent
excavations since M77 was created and a few new signs have emerged
(see CISI 3). There has also been a re-evaluation of the issues such as the
identification of a sign as a distinct sign or as a variant. For example, some
of the sign variants noted in M77 are considered as different signs in Wells
(2006). However, Parpola (1994) suggests about 400 signs in the sign
list and is in general accordance with the signs listed in M77 with a few
exceptions. These variations over the original construct of signs listed in
M77 are unlikely to alter the basic conclusions here.

2. Dataset
The total number of signs in the Indus script is generally agreed to be
around 400 (Parpola 1994, Mahadevan 1977), though Wells (2006)
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identifies about 676 distinct signs. In the present work, we investigate the
design of the 417 distinct signs identified in the sign list of M77. This is
a normalised sign list and at times, a sign has one or more variants that
are listed in Appendix 1 of M77 (Mahadevan: 785-792). As the present
work aims to get a broad understanding of the design of Indus signs, the
issue of variants and total number of signs are not taken into account.
While the subtle differences in the writing of individual signs and their
regional variations which may carry additional information, are lost in the
normalised sign lists of all concordances, the normalised sign list can still
provide a broad understanding of the general makeup of the signs. The
present study also does not take into account variations in sign design due
to site of occurrence, stratigraphy, type of objects and quality of writing.
With these caveats, we have used the normalised sign list of M77 to
understand the general structure of Indus signs.
M77 has organised the signs in the sign list based on their visual
similarity and sequenced them from sign number 1 to 417 in that order.
The serial number of the signs used in this paper is as given in M77. In
listing and numbering the various signs of Indus script, M77 follows a
certain order in clustering similar looking signs which, in a broad sense,
goes from simple to complex design in each category. The numbering of
the signs therefore has only approximate correlation with similar looking
signs but the association is arbitrary. Hence proximity of sign numbers
does not necessarily indicate similarity in design or function and each
number label is taken as an independent entity. As a convention followed
in the present paper, the texts depicted as strings of sign images are to be
read from right to left, whereas the texts represented by just strings of sign
numbers are to be read from left to right.

2.1 Criteria for sign classification and decomposition
In order to classify signs based on their design we analyse each sign and
visually identify various elements that seem to have been included in its
design. In principle, the design of all signs consists of strokes and they can
all be decomposed into vertical and horizontal strokes and curves with a
few inclined curves or lines. However, such decomposition would lead to
a chaotic mess where the idea of what is a unit of information will be lost.
Conversely, keeping the signs as they appear in the sign list will not allow
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any insights into the manner in which these sign components have been
used. We have therefore adopted a set of criteria which allows us to judge
whether a sign is a basic sign or a composite sign. The criteria we follow
are:
1) A
 sign is considered as a basic sign if it has a simple geometric design
and cannot be decomposed further into identifiable units. Signs such as
sign numbers 1, 328, 373, 176 (Fig. 2a) are included in this category. For
example, we do not decompose sign number 1
into a vertical stroke
and four inclined strokes since the sign is a basis for several other signs.
Many signs of complex design, which have very rare occurrence (one or
two) and are not obviously composites of basic signs are also considered
as basic signs.
2) T
 he signs that are identified as basic signs have one or more of the
following characteristics:
a. It has a high frequency of occurrence.
b. It has other basic signs merging into it.
c. It appears with one or more modifiers.
d. Its environment is different than the sign from which it seems to be
derived.

One example of this is sign number 342
which appears to be a derivative
of sign number of 328
in terms of its design. However, sign number 342
is the most common text ender and is also the sign with the highest
frequency of occurrence in M77. Hence, we assume that even if the design
of sign number 342
may have been influenced by the design of sign
number 328 , they seem to have different functions. For these reasons,
342
is retained as a basic sign. This classification of 342
as a basic
sign is further reinforced by the fact that it is also used in the design of
several composite signs such as sign numbers 15
, 352
, 353
and
394 .
The decomposition of signs is done with a consistent logical assumption
which was decided before hand and applied uniformly across all the signs
in the sign list. The criteria assigns no value, meaning or interpretation to
a sign but gauges the status, environment and usage of a sign to evaluate if
the sign is of core importance to the writers and if it is ligatured with other
basic signs for whatever reasons that they may have had.
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3. Types of Indus signs based on their design
A careful look at the design of each sign can help us classify the sign into
one of the two broad categories. They are basic signs and composite signs.
We discuss each of these below.

3.1 Basic signs
Basic signs are signs that cannot be decomposed further into simpler signs
and/or form elements of composite signs. A total of 154 signs in the sign
list of M77 are identified as basic signs. Most frequently used basic signs in
the design of Indus signs are sign numbers 1, 328, 373 and 176 (Fig. 2a).

3.2 Composite signs
Composite signs are signs that can be decomposed into one or more of the
three design elements defined below. A total of 263 signs in the sign list of
M77 are identified as composite signs. Some examples of composite signs
are given in Fig. 2b.
3.2.1 Design elements of composite signs
The three design elements of composite signs are: basic signs, provisional
basic signs and modifiers. They are defined as below:

Figure 2a. Examples of basic signs.

Figure 2b. Examples of composite signs.
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1) Basic signs
As stated earlier (in section 3.1, Fig. 2a), basic signs are signs that cannot
be decomposed further into simpler signs and/or form elements of
composite signs.
2) Provisional basic signs
In the design of several composite signs we can identify elements that
are ligatured to other basic signs or modifiers. However, these elements
do not appear as distinct signs in the sign list of M77. We refer to these
elements as provisional basic signs. Provisional basic signs are similar to
basic signs in terms of their characteristic usage in the design of composite
signs. However, unlike basic signs they do not have independent existence.
The fact that they have not been seen as independent signs may be due to
sample incompleteness and it is likely that at some later date texts with
these signs are found. It is also possible that they may not have been very
useful as distinct signs and were not used independently. We identify 10
provisional basic signs that are referred to by numbers 801 to 810. Table
1 lists all provisional basic signs along with all the signs in which they
appear and their total frequency of occurrence in different signs.
3) Modifiers
Modifiers are the design elements that do not have independent existence
but appear at specific locations in composite signs. They modify the basic
signs in a variety of ways to create the composite signs. We identify 21
modifiers such as ‘^’, ‘| |’ etc. that are added to the basic signs at various
locations and are referred to by numbers 901 to 921 Fig. 3. Table 2 lists
all modifiers along with all the signs in which they appear and the total
frequency of occurrence of each modifier on different signs.

Figure 3. Modification of basic signs using modifiers 906 and 907.
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Table 1. List of provisional basic signs along with their occurrences.
Serial Provisional
No.
basic sign

Description

Design

Sign(s) in which it appears

Total
Freq.

1

801

Wobbly legs

1

2

802

Cross legged

2

3

803*

‘A’

3

4

804

Inverted box

4

5

805

Two legged Y

2

6

806

“VA” joined

1

7

807

Inverted U

5

8

808

H

1

9

809

Shaded fishlike shape
without fins

1

10

810

Vertical line
with a bulb at
bottom

5

* The provisional basic sign 803
M77.

is listed as a variant of sign number 178

in
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Table 2. List of modifiers along with their occurrences (Note that at times one or
more modifiers may appear more than once in the same sign).
Design

Sign(s) in which it appears

Total
Freq.

Modifier

Description

901

Vertical stroke on
both sides

4

902

Vertical stroke at
the bottom

5

903

Right downward
tilted stroke

8

904

Right upward
tilted stroke

11

905

Vertical stroke at
the top

20

906

Four vertical
strokes enclosing
the sign

20
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Table 2. (continued)
Modifier

Description

Design

Sign(s) in which it appears

Total
Freq.

907

Pointed Hat

11

908

Small central
vertical stroke in
the centre

6

909

Slanted line on
both sides

1

910

Slanted line in the
centre

2

911

Flat hat

9

912

Shading

11

913

Four pairs of
vertical strokes
enclosing the sign

5

914

Angled hat

4
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Table 2. (continued)
Design

Sign(s) in which it appears

Total
Freq.

Modifier

Description

915

Long angular line

4

916

Three pairs of
vertical strokes
and one single
stroke enclosing
the sign

1

917

Horn like
attachment

2

918

Leaf like
attachment

8

919@

Line with
attachment to the
sign

10

920

Several strokes at
the top of the sign

3

921

Several strokes at
the bottom of the
sign

2

Modifier 919 is generally seen at the left hand side of the basic signs in all cases
except when the basic sign is sign number 1 . The left and right directions are as
the reader would see them.

@

3.2.2 Usage of provisional basic signs and modifiers with respect to sites
In Tables 3 and 4 we provide the frequency distribution of provisional
basic signs and modifiers respectively, with respect to different sites
listed in M77. The provisional basic sign or the modifier is listed in the
first column, its design is given in column 2 and columns 3 to 9 give the
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frequency of the provisional basic sign or modifier at different sites viz.
Mohenjodaro (M), Harappa (H), Lothal (L), Kalibangan (K), Chanhudaro
(C), Other Harappan sites (OH) and West Asian (WA) sites. The total
frequency of occurrence of the provisional basic sign or modifier is listed in
column 10.
Table 4 suggests that the practice of adding modifiers to signs is seen
at almost all sites irrespective of the variation of the size of the inscribed
corpus from each site.
Table 3. Provisional basic sign usage with sites.
Serial Provisional
Design
No.
basic sign

M

H

L

Sites
K

C

OH

WA

Percentage of total contribution to M77

Total
Freq.

54

33

6

3

2

1

1

100

1

801

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

802

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

3

803*

17

18

0

0

0

1

1

37

4

804

7

1

0

0

0

0

0

8

5

805

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

3

6

806

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

7

807

12

4

0

1

0

0

0

17

8

808

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9

809

9

3

0

0

0

0

1

13

10

810

160

60

17

42

4

2

1

246

Total

212

90

17

44

4

3

3

333
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Table 4. Modifier usage with sites.
Serial
Modifier Design
No.

M

15

Sites
H

L

K

C

OH

WA

Percentage of total contribution to M77

Total
Freq.

54

33

6

3

2

1

1

100

1

901

16

7

0

1

1

0

0

25

2

902

12

2

0

0

0

0

1

15

3

903

170

119

17

3

9

3

2

323

4

904

185

128

20

3

9

2

2

349

5

905

192

69

23

11

11

5

2

313

6

906

74

25

12

2

5

2

0

120

7

907

186

73

21

3

7

5

3

298

8

908

61

24

5

3

3

1

0

97

9

909

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

10

910

111

58

18

4

3

2

0

196

11

911

23

13

1

1

2

0

0

40

12

912

105

80

8

7

5

1

4

210

13

913

6

0

0

0

1

0

0

7

14

914

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

15

915

43

8

1

0

1

0

0

53
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Table 4. (continued)
Sites
Serial
Modifier Design
No.

M

H

L

K

C

OH

WA

Percentage of total contribution to M77

Total
Freq.

54

33

6

3

2

1

1

100

16

916

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

17

917

75

31

5

1

5

0

0

117

18

918

17

4

0

2

3

0

0

26

19

919

54

14

3

1

0

0

0

72

20

920

5

1

1

0

1

0

0

8

21

921

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

8

Total

1347

663

135

42

66

21

14

2288

3.2.3. Types of composite signs
Based on the design elements defined above, the 263 composite signs in
M77 can be further classified into following categories: 1) Compound signs
and 2) Modified signs.
1) Compound signs (Ligatures)
Compound signs or ligatures are composites of two or more basic signs or
provisional basic signs. Out of the 263 composite signs, 149 signs fall into
this category. Some examples of compound signs are sign numbers 9, 30,
33 and 372 (Fig. 4).
2) Modified signs
Modified signs are composites of one or more basic signs (or provisional
basic signs) with modifiers. Out of the 263 composite signs, 114 signs
are modified by one or more of the 21 modifiers listed in Table 2. Some
examples of modified signs are sign numbers 60, 61, 65, 139, 164 and 377
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Figure 4. Compound signs.

Figure 5. Modified signs.

(Fig. 5).

4. Decomposition of composite signs
In order to understand the mechanics of the design of Indus signs, we
analyse each sign visually and if it is a composite sign it is decomposed into
its constituent elements. We do not consider aspects such as co-occurrence
of basic signs together in a text or other contextual issues such as
associated field symbol, stratigraphy etc. while deciding on the constituent
elements of a sign.
The decomposition of some of the composite signs into their constituent
elements is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 below. For example, sign number 33
can be decomposed into sign numbers 1, 373 and 328 (Fig. 6), all three
being basic signs. Similarly, sign number 61 is made up of sign numbers
59 and 197 with a modifier 906 (Fig. 7). The dataset thus generated for
the complete list of 417 signs is then used for further analysis. While
performing the analysis we do not assign preference to any order of the
constituents and assume that all combinations of the constituents are
equally probable.
The decomposition of sign numbers 418 and 419 that are late additions
to M77 (see Mahadevan, 1977: 15) are listed in Table 5. In terms of their
design, they conform to the general pattern. Hence, it is possible that with
increasing corpus size due to new excavations more of such subtly modified
signs may continue to be found.
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Figure 6. Decomposition of some compound signs: Sign numbers 30 and 33.

Figure 7. Decomposition of some modified signs: Sign numbers 61 and 392.
Table 5. Analysis of sign numbers 418 and 419 in M77.
Sign No.

Sign appearance

Components

418

419

The classification of 417 signs in the sign list of M77 based on their
design is summarised in Fig. 8 below.

4.1 Analysis of compound signs
Out of the 263 signs that have been identified as composite signs, 133
signs are of compound type i.e. made up of two or more of the 154 basic
signs. For each of these 133 signs we search whether their constituent basic
signs occur in any possible combination in M77. If any combination of
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Figure 8. Classification of 417 signs in M77 based on their design.

the constituent basic signs is found in M77, we compare its environment
(signs preceding or following) and its pattern of occurrence with that of
the compound sign. We find that out of the 133 compound signs, only 28
compound signs have some combination(s) of their constituent basic signs
in M77. These 28 cases are listed in Table 6. The summary of the results of
this analysis is shown in Fig. 9.
As can be seen from Table 6 and Fig. 9, in most of the cases, the constituent
elements in any combination do not share identical environment in comparison
to the corresponding compound sign indicating that compound signs are not
merely compacted version of the basic sign sequences created for brevity and
to save writing space. They seem to have some different function. These signs,
compounded with different components, may have stood for some distinct entity
or information. The result also justifies the identification of these compound
signs and the constituent basic signs as distinct signs in the sign list.
A comparison of basic and composite sign frequency distribution is
given in Table 7 and Fig. 10. Several composite signs fall in the high
frequency range suggesting that they may have represented some specific
entity of common usage.
Out of the 65 signs lying in the frequency range of 50 to 499 in M77,
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Table 6. Analysis of compound signs.
ComSerial
pound Freq.
No.
sign
1

126

Components

Sign
combination Freq.
found in M77
8

Comments
Sign precedes
the compound
sign 4 times
and the sign
combination
twice.
Compound sign
ends texts 94
times and the sign
combination ends
texts 6 times.

2

2

2
1

3

3

6
1

4

6

6

1

No signs common
on either side in
both the cases.

No signs common
on either side in
both the cases.

Compound sign
ends texts twice
and the sign
combination ends
texts 6 times.
No signs common
on either side.

5

20

1

No signs common
on either side.

6

4

1

No signs common
on either side.
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Table 6. (continued)
ComSerial
pound Freq.
No.
sign

Components

Sign
combination Freq.
found in M77

Comments

7

1

1

Both compound
sign and the sign
combination
begin texts once.

8

1

4

Compound sign
appears solo
and the sign
combination ends
texts twice.

9

1

4

Compound sign
ends text once
and the sign
combination ends
texts twice.

10

11

1

No signs common
on either side in
both the cases.

1
11

4

1

No signs common
on either side.

12#

1

1

No signs common
on either side in
both the cases.

1
13

1

3

Sign precedes
the compound
sign and the sign
combination once.
Both compound
sign and the sign
combination
begins text once.
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Table 6. (continued)
ComSerial
pound Freq.
No.
sign

Components

Sign
combination Freq.
found in M77

Comments

14

1

1

No signs common
on either side.

15

1

1

Both the
compound sign
and the sign
combination end
text once.

16

2

291

Sign precedes
the compound
sign and the sign
combination once.
Compound sign
begins a text
once and the
sign combination
begins texts 260
times.
Compound sign
ends a text once
and the sign
combination ends
texts 11 times).

17

3

1

No signs common
on either side.

18

3

1

No signs common
on either side.

19

2

4

No signs common
on either side.

20

1

5

No signs common
on either side.
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Table 6. (continued)
ComSerial
pound Freq.
No.
sign
21

1

Components

Sign
combination Freq.
found in M77
110

Comments
Sign
follows
the compound
sign once and the
sign combination
16 times.

1

Sign follows
the compound
sign and the sign
combination
once.

22

1

5

No signs common
on either side.

23

2

1

No signs common
on either side in
both the cases.

1
24

102

2

Compound sign
begins texts 30
times and the
sign combination
begins text
twice.
Sign follows
the compound
sign and the sign
combination
once.

25

134

10 No signs common
on either side.
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Table 6. (continued)
ComSerial
pound Freq.
No.
sign
26

27

2

93

Components

Sign
combination Freq.
found in M77

Comments

4

No signs common
on either side.
Compound sign
begins a text
once and the
sign combination
begins texts thrice.

4

Sign follows
the compound
sign once and the
sign combination
twice.

4

Compound sign
begins texts 18
times and the
sign combination
begins texts twice.
Sign
follows
the compound
sign and the sign
combination once.
Compound sign
ends texts thrice
and the sign
combination ends
texts twice.

28

5

2

Compound sign
appears solo
once and the sign
combination ends
texts twice.

# Sign number 236 is erroneously read as
in M77 sign list. Its correct version
has a round attachment at the top of the inner component (Mahadevan: private
communication). We decompose the sign based on the correct version of this sign.
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Figure 9. Result of analysis of 133 compound signs.
Table 7. Frequency distribution of basic and composite signs in M77.

Basic signs
Composite signs
Frequency No. of signs
No. of Percentage of total No. of Percentage of total
range
in M77
signs
basic signs
signs
composite signs
1
2-9
10-49
50-99
100-499
500-999
>1000

112
152
86
34
31
1
1

17
48
40
25
22
1
1

11
31
26
16
14
1
1

95
104
46
9
9
0
0

36
40
17
3
3
0
0

47 signs (72% of 65) are basic and remaining 18 signs (28%) are composite
(Table 7). However, the balance tilts in favour of composite signs for the
less frequent signs in M77. Statistically, out of 112 signs that appear only
once in M77 (singletons), only 17 signs (15% of singletons) are basic and
95 signs (85% of singletons) are composite. Hence while high frequency
signs tend to be basic, some of the composite signs do have a high
frequency of usage.

26
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Figure 10. Comparison of basic and composite sign frequency distribution in M77.

5. Effect of modifiers: A case study with modifier 905
We discuss the effect of the modifier 905 on sign number 342
and
328 . Table 8a lists the positional distribution of sign numbers 342
,
343
, 344 and 345
and Table 8b lists the positional distribution of
sign numbers 328 , 329
and 330
in M77. Sign number 342
is
the most frequent sign in M77 and is also the most frequent text ender.
Tables 8a and 8b suggest that as the number of modifier 905 increases in
and 328
their position in the Indus texts moves
sign numbers 342
towards the beginning of the texts.
An indication of the possible logic is also seen in the usage of another
modifier 906
(Hunter, 1934; Mahadevan, 1986). They have suggested
that 906
seems to replace frequent text ender signs such as sign
number 211 or 342
indicating that addition of the modifier 906
to a sign makes it a pseudo ender. The effect of all modifiers is out of scope
of the present paper and will be explored in detail in our forthcoming
work.
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on sign number 342

.

Sign No. Sign Image Frequency Solo (%) Initial (%) Medial (%)

Final (%)

342

1395

0.22

0.07

30.11

69.61

343

177

0.00

11.30

85.88

2.82

344

35

8.57

11.43

74.29

5.71

345

51

0.00

49.02

47.06

3.92

Table 8b. Effect of modifier 905 on sign number 328

.

Sign No. Sign Image Frequency Solo (%) Initial (%) Medial (%)

Final (%)

328

323

0.31

5.88

8.98

84.83

329

7

0.00

28.57

71.43

0.00

330

8

0.00

62.50

37.50

0.00

Note that sign number 328 does not occur with single occurrence of the modifier
905. That is, there is no equivalent of sign number 343 in the 328 series.

6. Some interesting aspects of Indus signs
In this section, we explore some additional features of Indus signs. We
begin with the statistics of symmetry in the design of Indus signs.

6.1 Symmetries in the design of Indus signs
The basic statistics of symmetry in the design of the 417 signs of M77
are given in Table 9. We investigate mirror symmetries in vertical and
horizontal planes around the centre of the sign image. Our study is based
on the normalised sign list and while implementing these designs in real
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Table 9. Basic symmetries in Indus sign design.
Serial Type of
No. symmetry

Percentage
Percentage
Total
No. of Percentage
No. of
of total
of total
no. of
basic
of total composite
signs in
composite
signs
signs basic signs
signs
M77
signs

1

Vertical
symmetry

93

60

127

48

220

53

2

Horizontal
symmetry

58

38

47

18

105

25

3

Both
horizontal
and
vertical
symmetry

40

26

30

11

70

17

4

No
symmetry

43

28

119

45

162

39

life these symmetries would have been skewed by Indus writers. Kenoyer
(2006) illustrates how the quality of sign engraving improves significantly
during the mature phase of the Indus valley civilisation. We therefore
assume that the normalised sign list is the idealised sign list that the Indus
people would have used and ignore the aberrations due to the frailty of
human hand. With these approximations we find that out of 417 signs, 255
signs have either vertical symmetry, or horizontal symmetry or both and
162 signs have no symmetry at all.

6.2 Doubling and repetition
Several signs in M77 appear in pairs where the same sign repeats itself.
There are 30 such pairs in M77. The list of pairs with self-repeating signs
in M77 is given in Table 10. Similarly, there are six combinations in M77
with same sign repeating more than twice and they are listed in Table 11.
Some of the combinations listed in Table 11 may have served numerical
function. An example suggestive of such a function is the text
that occurs twice in M77 (as text number 2698 in Mohenjodaro and

text number 7002 in Lothal) and the text
that occurs once
in Mohenjodaro (text number 2322 in M77). It is interesting that the
three signs (sign numbers 328

, 162

and 169

) that have multiple
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Table 10. Sign pairs with self-repeating signs (sorted by frequency).
Serial
No.

Freq.

Serial
No.

Freq.

Serial
No.

1

70

11

7

21

1

2

14

12

4

22

1

3

10

13

4

23

1

4

10

14

3

24

1

5

9

15

2

25

1

6

9

16

2

26

1

7

9

17

2

27

1

8

9

18

2

28

1

9

8

19

2

29

1

10

7

20

2

30

1

Sign pair

Sign pair

Sign pair

Freq.

appearances in the first four rows of Table 11 also appear with some of

the vertical stroke signs such as sign numbers 89 , 102 and 104
,
but the two signs in the last two rows of Table 11 do not appear with such
vertical stroke signs.
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Table 11. Sign combinations with same sign repeating more than twice.
Serial No.

Sign combination

Frequency in M77

1

3

2

2

3

1

4

1

5

1

6

1

6.3 Mirroring
Some signs in the sign list of M77 show the effect of mirror reflection in
their design. The signs showing mirror reflection in their design along the
vertical and horizontal axes are listed in Table 12.
It is to be noted that the sign components of the signs listed in Table
12 never occur as a sign combination in M77 (except for the sign number
176
that appears as a pair
nine times in M77) suggesting that sign
compounding is not meant for making writing concise. Sign number 346

is included in this table under the assumption that the inverted ‘V’
shaped component with the three short vertical strokes at the bottom in its
design is an inversion of sign number 345

.

6.4 Signs with different configuration of identical components
In Table 13 we list sets of compound signs that have the identical
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Table 12. Different mirroring configurations in Indus sign design.
Serial No.

Configuration

1

Mirror reflection along vertical axis

2

Mirror reflection along horizontal axis

3

Other configurations

31

Signs

constituents but are combined in different ways to create different
compound signs.
For each case listed in Table 13, we have analysed the environment
of each compound sign sharing identical components in different design
configuration. We find that in none of the first ten cases do the compound
signs share common environment except for their appearance at beginner
or ender positions. In case of compound signs in row 11 (Table 13), there
is a broad similarity in the signs that appear in the neighbourhood of the
two compound signs. However, even in this case the environment is not
identical. This reinforces our earlier suggestion that compound signs are
not meant for brevity but seem to have some different function.

7. Discussion
The sign list of M77 provides a broad overview of the design of the Indus
signs. Here, we identify three kinds of elements that go in the making of
Indus signs. They are: basic signs (154), provisional basic signs (10) and
modifiers (21). The basic signs are relatively simple in their design but the
composite signs are often a combination of two or more elements defined
above. The designs of Indus signs imply logic and creativity in their
makeup. The signs are often merged so that they retain aesthetic quality.
About 60% of the signs conform to either vertical or horizontal symmetry
(Table 9). While the visual form of some of the signs can be directly
associated with familiar natural or artificial entities, a large number of
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Table 13. Signs with same components but different design configuration.
Serial No.

Signs with same components
but different configuration

Components

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

signs are characterised by a high level of abstraction in their design.
In order to estimate the complexity in writing these signs, we analyse
the structure of signs based on the number of strokes required to write a
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60
55

All 417 signs
High freuency signs (>40)

50
45

No. of signs

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

0 1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

No.of strokes

Figure 11. Number of strokes in the design of Indus signs.

sign and correlate it to the number of signs. In Fig. 11 we plot the number
of strokes required to write a sign against the number of signs. As can be
seen from Fig. 11, most signs require between five to eight strokes while
writing, when all the signs are considered. The average number of strokes
required while writing high frequency signs is five strokes. However, the
tail of the distribution of number of strokes per sign is fairly long and signs
requiring more than fifteen strokes are seen even amongst high frequency
signs. This suggests that ease of writing does not seem to be a criterion in
designing and usage of signs.
Changizi et al. (2006) have shown that the design configuration across
various types of visual signs seem to have been deeply influenced by the
shapes that the designers of the signs encounter in their daily lives rather
than ease of writing. This can also be seen in the context of Indus script
suggesting that the writers were very keen on conveying their ideas or
information unambiguously using the shapes found in their environment
rather than placing emphasis on ease of writing. Moreover, several multistroked signs are ligatures of various basic signs. This gives an impression
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that some form of shorthand was being tried. However, our analysis shows
that this does not seem to be the case and this makes the problem of the
Indus writing even more complex.
The compound signs are not mere compacted forms of the constituent
basic signs as the constituents rarely appear as sign sequences in the Indus
texts. Even in the rare cases when the components of a compound sign
appear in some combination(s) in M77, the environment of the compound
sign and that of the sequence of its constituent basic signs is very different
(Table 6). The study of the environment of compound signs and the
combination(s) of their constituents provides important clues. It is clear
from the study that:
a) A
 lmost always, the environment of a compound sign is different from the
combination of the basic signs that were merged together.
b) I n almost 80% of the cases (105 out of the 133 cases), the original
constituents of the compound sign do not even appear as a combination.

This suggests that there is no obvious rule as to how a compound sign
should be decomposed. Hence economising the usage of writing space
does not seem to be the rationale in creating compound signs. While the
basic signs dominate the high frequency range, the composites dominate
the low frequency range (frequency less than 10, see Table 7). The signs
use techniques of doubling (Table 10) or repeating themselves more than
twice at times (Table 11) as well as reflection along horizontal or vertical
axis in their design (Table 12). At times two compound signs differ only
in the configuration of identical components (Table 13). Detailed analysis
of such compound signs reveals that the the placement or location of the
constituents in the design of compound signs plays an important role in the
design of Indus signs (Table 13).
There are 21 modifiers, sign elements that do not have independent
existence but which clearly seem to add value to a significant number of
signs across the sign list at least in some cases (Tables 8a, 8b). This suggests
that the modifiers add a value that can affect the utility of the signs. This
is apparent from the data presented in Tables 8a and 8b, where addition
and 328
significantly
of the modifier 905 to sign numbers 342
changes their position in the texts, but the variation that the modifier
produces, appears similar.
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The signs of the Indus script seem to incorporate techniques in their
design that were used in several ancient writing systems to maximise the
usage of limited number of signs. It seems to incorporate sign compounding
as seen in Chinese writing (Bottéro, 2004), conflation of signs as done in
Mayan glyphs (Coe, 1992) and it also seems to have signs functioning as
determinatives as was the practice in Egyptian hieroglyphs (see Baines,
2004; Parpola, 1994). In later scripts in India merger of signs is used to
combine vowels into consonants. However, we do not wish to hazard a
guess on the connection or otherwise of Indus script with various writing
systems.

8. Conclusions
We have studied the general makeup of the Indus signs by identifying their
design elements based on the normalised sign list of M77. The principal
design elements of the Indus signs that are identified by the study are
basic signs (154), provisional basic signs (10) and modifiers (21). The
number of basic signs is consistent with Parpola (1994) but far higher
than the reduction to 20 basic signs proposed by Rao (1982). The reason
for this discrepancy is that our classification of the 417 signs into basic
and composite signs is based solely on the design of a sign. We do not assign
meaning or value to what the sign may stand for and therefore the analysis
is independent of any assumption about its contents.
Composite signs are further classified into compound signs and
modified signs. We analyse the occurrence pattern of all compound signs
and compare it with all possible sequences of their constituent basic signs
in M77. Our results suggest that compound signs are not meant for brevity
and saving writing space but seem to have some other function. Our major
conclusions are listed in Table 14.
The signs have been designed with care and combining signs with
other signs or modifiers seems to have been a practice known to all sites.
Indus people seem to employ several interesting techniques such as using
a set of modifiers to modify the basic sign and sign compounding. We also
find instances of doubling and mirroring in the design of Indus signs. The
usage of a similar set of constituent basic signs in different configuration in
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Table 14. Major Conclusions.
Serial
No.

Analysis

Table/
Fig. No.

Results and conclusions

1.

Design elements

Tables
1, 2

Basic signs: 154, Provisional basic signs: 10,
Modifiers : 21

2.

Classification of
signs

Fig. 8

Basic signs: 154 and Composite signs: 263
Composite signs are further divided into:
Compound signs: 149 and Modified signs: 114

3.

Site-wise distribu- Tables
tion of provisional 3, 4
basic signs and
modifiers

4.

Analysis of
compound signs

5.

Frequency distri- Table 7, Basic signs often dominate the high frequency
bution of basic vs. Fig. 10 range. Composite signs dominate the low
composite signs
frequency range.

6.

Case study of
modifier 905

7.

Symmetry in sign Table 9 More than 60% of signs have some form of
design
symmetry.

8.

Doubling and
repetition

Tables
10, 11

Thirty signs appear in doublets with themselves
and 6 signs show repetition more than twice.

9.

Mirroring

Table
12

Six signs show complete vertical or horizontal
mirror reflection effect in design while three
signs have other interesting configuration.

10. Sign with identical Table
13
components
but different
configuration

In eleven cases the same set of basic signs
combine in two different ways but their
environment is different suggesting that the
location of components within the compound
sign is important.

11.

Modification of signs was practiced at all sites.

Table 6, The environment of compound signs and
Fig. 9 their constituent basic signs (in various
combinations) are different suggesting that
they had different function than the sequence
of their components.

Tables
8a, 8b

Fig. 11
Analysis of
number of strokes
required to write a
sign

Modifier 905 shows similar effect on sign
numbers 342 and 328.

On an average about eight strokes are required
to write an Indus sign but high frequency signs
which require an average of five strokes,span
almost the entire range of stroke requirements
suggesting that ease of writing does not seem
to be a criterion in designing and usage of
signs.
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compound signs seem to convey different information. The designers of the
Indus signs also placed a special emphasis on symmetry and there seems to
be an underlying effort to retain the overall aesthetic value of Indus signs.
All this makes it clear that like all other writing systems, Indus writing is
an intellectual exercise of great significance and a lot of thought, planning
and utility issues have been taken into consideration while designing these
signs. The Indus civilisation was spread over an area of about a million
square kilometres and yet, the sign list over the entire civilisation seems to
be the same indicating that the signs, their meaning and their usage were
agreed upon by people with large physical separation. This arrangement
worked satisfactorily for about 700 years. Hence the understanding of
Indus signs and their meaning must have been robust and yet versatile and
easy to use. This is also reaffirmed by the fact that Indus script has been
found on seals discovered in West Asia with a different grammar (Rao et
al., 2009b). The usage of modifiers at almost all sites (Table 4) suggests
that the manner of sign modification was universally agreed over the entire
area of the Indus valley civilisation and was not intended for a small group
of people.
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